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About Sites of Meaning
Sites of Meaning is a millennium project of Middleton
and Smerrill in the Derbyshire Peak. It marks the
seventeen entrances to its parish with boundary
stones each inscribed with a text chosen by members
of the parish. A public manifestation of private
thoughts and feelings at the start of a new century.

Middleton
by Youlgrave

Longdale

Sculpture
Residency

Other Stones
Other Meanings

Started in 1999 and finished in 2006, Sites of Meaning
was run by a team of parishioners who raised funds,
collected text for the inscriptions, commissioned
stones from artists and masons, and installed the
finished boundary markers. Over two hundred people
took part in Sites of Meaning, including the local
community and primary school, schools and colleges
throughout the region, local and national artists and
other professionals.
At first funding was raised more or less on a stone to
stone basis. But as the project gathered momentum
and the team gained experience and confidence,
larger funds were sought as projects were designed
to involve more of the surrounding community. The
Sculpture Residency in 2002 saw Amanda Wray
carve a stone for site 8 in the village playground.
Other Stones – Other Meanings explored local history
and archaeology, and generated poetry through
Youlgrave Primary School. InscribeNOW completed
Sites of Meaning with a photographic residency and
workshops, the generation of publicity and educational
material, and a final celebration re-uniting all those
who have worked on Sites of Meaning.
With seventeen boundary stones complete an
eighteenth stone, to be situated in the village square,
was commissioned to celebrate the achievement of
all those who have taken part in the project. It acts
as a compass for the whole project. Sites of Meaning
has now gone public with a website, guides, walks and
cycle routes. It is, by definition, always open to the
public and has already gained a considerable following.
The fate of the stones lies in the future. But it is a
millennium project which, at least part, may still be
around in another thousand years.
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History and Precedents

Derbyshire
Guide Stoop

Stones mark and define our landscape: limestone
underpins the land, dry stone walls define the fields,
ancient stones tell of our ancestors, quarries and
mines provide employment, stone built houses create
private space and shelter. Words mark and define
us as individuals: speech acts reveal our personality,
statements outline our ideas and thoughts, lyrics and
quotations sum up our feelings and beliefs. Combined
stones and words record our history, documenting
previous cultures for future generations.
Ancient earthworks of Arbor Low, pre-historic rock
art on Gardom’s Edge, Derbyshire Guide Stoops, the
telling gravestone, biblical references at Curbar Gap
and the Three Ships on Birchen Edge, form strong
precedents for a mixture of text on stone within our
landscape.

Biblical Stone
at Curbar

In marking the seventeen entrances to the parish of
Middleton and Smerrill, Sites of Meaning affirms our
boundary and greets our visitors. The inscribed text
develops our personal and collective identity. A public
marking of private thoughts and feelings at the time of
the millennium.

Victory at
Birchen Edge

Arbor
Low
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00 Village Stone
(SK 19590 63209)
A combination of text from all the boundary stones
Suggested by Middleton Parish Council, carved by
Heritage Stoneworks, the Village Stone acts as a focal
point for Sites of Meaning. Seventeen lines of text radiate
from its centre, each roughly aligned to its parent
location on the village boundary.

01 Roughwood Hollow (seat)
(SK 19685 63794)
In quietness and in confidence shall be your strength
- Isaiah 30:15
Proposed by John Youatt, carved by Heritage
Stoneworks, these words echo a favourite line quoted
by Eugene Bateman, a member of Middleton’s most
famous family. Carved on a seat used by weary walkers
as they trudge up from Bradford Dale - many on the
Limestone Way.
02 Roughwood Hollow (kerbstones)
(SK 19718 63757)
Down the dale feel the wet soggy dogs which have just come
out of the river - Alice Marsden
He’s beautiful, golden, white fur, wild, free, ready to come
and go as he pleases - Y1 YSP
Proposed by Youlgrave Primary School, carved by
Heritage Stoneworks, these lines were written during
Other Stones - Other Meanings, a LHI funded project
which explored the heritage of Middleton.
03 Bradford Dale Bridge
(SK 19718 63757)
Still glides the stream, and shall forever glide;
The form remains, the function never dies
- William Wordsworth
Carved by Michael Steel, this text has quickly blended in
to the bridge it is carved on. We wait with anticipation
to see whether moss fills all the letters!
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04 Clapper Bridge
(SK 19870 633090 )
In late May or June; The farmers brought their sheep; To
wash their fleeces; In this deep pool - Burbling, bumbling,
bleating - The waters bleat like a flock of sheep it dipped
- Dip your ghosts into this hard, cold merky place - Hear
their bleat in the water’s rush to escape - The foam like
wool pulsates - Damp leaves nothing behind but the
trees’ readiness - parishioners of Middleton & Smerrill
in response to the Old Sheep Dip in Bradford Dale.
Carved by Heritage Stoneworks.

05 Over Rusden
(SK 19895 62424)
But when I try to imagine a faultless love
Or the life to come, what I hear is the murmur
Of underground streams, what I see is a limestone landscape
- WH Auden
A passage chosen by Sallyann Carlin for Bradford Dale
but moved to an equally approriate landscape, with
views of limestones cliffs over a constantly running
stream. Designed and carved by Peter Maris.
06 Clapper Bridge
(SK 20095 63272)
Consult the Genius of the Place in all;
That tells the Waters or to rise or fall. - Alexander Pope
Alexander Pope was an architect besides poet and
took a great interest in nature. He suggested that when
planting trees and woodlands we should ‘Consult the
genius of the place’ (meaning what is special about the
place) ‘That tells the waters or to rise or fall’ (simply
which way does the gradient of the land fall). Carved by
Michael Steel.
07 Rowlow Brook
(SK 20205 62609)
The peace of running water to you - Celtic Benediction
A text proposed by Simon Brister and carved by Valerie
Coffin-Price.
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08 Smerrill
(SK 20090 61714 )
To see a world in a grain of sand and a heaven in a wild
flower, hold infinity in the palm of your hand, and eternity in
an hour - William Blake
Carved by Amanda Wray during the 2002 Sculpture
Residency in Middleton. Amanda met and worked with
many parishioners and ran workshops for the children
of Youlgrave Primary School.

09 Longdale
(SK 19060 60254)
We meet to create memories and depart to cherish them
- from a Tibetian teahouse menu
Proposed by Alan Burgess, carved by Celia Kilner. Alan
discovered this text while trecking in Nepal. He felt
it summed up his time in the Himalaya and wanted to
bring a little of his experience back to Middleton.

10 Balderstone
(SK 17595 61099)
The road up and the road down are one and the same
- Heraclitus
Designed and carved by Jamie Vans. This pair of stones,
on eitherside of the track, lie on or at least very close
to the course of the old Roman Road. You can imagine
the soldiers on their regular trudge between Aqvae
Varemetiae (Buxton) and Derventio (nr Derby).

11 Friden Bends
(SK 17455 61279)
left - right / quick - march / past - enough / earth - to spy
and beat - the bounds / breathless - death / ere - owns
David Fine
Written by David Fine while working on Other Stones
- Other Meanings and carved by Celia Kilner. David
wanted to write a poem to be read three ways: on
entering the parish, on leaving the parish and as a
complete stone. The format chosen echos the old
milestone one hundred yards up the road.
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12 Roman Road
(SK 16515 62324)
Hvivs viae cvram cvratores viarvm non svscepervnt
Suggested by Michael Colin and carved by Heritage
Stoneworks, this stone draws attention to the long
stretch of our parish boundary which formed the course
of a Roman road. It is also a tribute to the engineers
and their straight tracks. But we leave it to the classical
scholar to interpret its cryptic meaning! Or you can
guess!
13 Arbor Low
(SK 15135 63914)
Time, you old gipsy man; Will you not stay; Put up you
caravan; Just for one day? - Ralph Hodgson
Suggested by Henry Brocklehurst and carved by
Celia Kilner. Henry came here often as a boy. One
grandparent used to farm Upper Oldhams at Arbor
Low, while the other was the station master at Parsley
Hay. There used to be a small quarry at the site and
every year a gypsy caravan would visit, parking in the
quarry.
14 Cales Farm West
(SK 16495 63959)
Bright Under Green Limestone Edges. With Queen Ann Lace
and Cranesbill in her Hedges - Michael Dower
Suggested by Emma Youatt, carved by Heritage
Stoneworks. Sometimes called the Bugle Stone, after the
name of the community newspaper that Emma founded
and edited.

15 Cales Farm East
(SK 17095 64029)
The rakes and spoils of man’s hard toil, has shaped this land
- Yvonne Vaines, Wendy Andrews, Carol Mansbach
Derbyshire Aggregates agreed to adopt the site and
the ladies who do Accounts (but not lunch), decided to
compose these lines informed by their knowledge of the
quarry industry and of how The Rake was formed. The
stone was carved by Michael Steel.
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16 Long Rake
(SK 17790 63942)
A dull sky, Feel the cold. Touch the snow, A lonely landscape.
Hear the wind, See the hills. It’s freezing cold, And empty.
- Rheanne Smith and Lucy Mead
Youlgrave Primary School visited Arbor Low as part of
Other Stones - Other Meanings on a bitterly cold day. Back
in school Rheanne and Lucy wrote these lines while
working with poet David Fine.

17 Pen Close
(SK 18578 63814)
Live as if you’ll die tomorrow
Farm as if you’ll live forever - Traditional
John Warren, who farmed near this spot, suggested
these traditional lines. They reminded him that we must
look after the countryside, the environment in general
and our community, handing it on, if possible, to the
next generation in a better state. The gateposts were
carved by Michael Steel.
Scupture Residency
In 2002 Sites of Meaning hosted a sculpture residency
with Wirksworth based artist Amanda Wray. Amanda
worked in the village playground for two months
producing the stone for site 8, while interacting with
many residents and visitors.
The residency worked closely with Youlgrave Primary
School who visited Amanda working in the village. Back
at school, and working under Amanda’s supervision,
each pupil produce a small stone sculptue of their own.
Other Stones - Other Meanings
Visiting archaeological sites suggested by the adults of
Middleton, the children of Youlgrave Primary School
explored old mines, an ice house, the remains of a
pump house, and of course, Bateman’s Tomb and Arbor
Low. Supported by archaeologist Alice Ullathorne,
they recorded their discoveries in notebooks and with
cameras.
Returning to school, the children worked with writer
David Fine to produce poems. Sites of Meaning has used
some of these words to mark the parish boundary.
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MAP OF MIDDLETON AND SMERRILL
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Visiting Middleton
Middleton is a small village but set within a large parish. However, many of the Sites of Meaning
marker stones, plus other sites of interest are easily visited from the centre of the village or
Youlgrave. More distant stones and places of interest such as Arbor Low may need transport.
Facilities are limited – Middleton has no shops or pubs – but a useful shed can be found at the end
of the children’s playground in the main square and there are public toilets. Parking is not normally
a problem except at busy weekends. The Youlgrave Website (www.youlgrave.com) provides lists of
local services and places to stay.
Well Dressing week (Spring Bank Holiday) is an excellent time to visit Middleton when the village
throngs with visitors. But if you come the week before you’ll be able to see the Well Dressing
boards being prepared by a team of villagers, and maybe lend a helping hand!
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Sites of Meaning has been funded by a large variety of organisations, reflecting
steady progress over seven years. This approach has allowed us to grow in
confidence as we increased funding from single stones to major projects. We are
also very grateful for the support from many individuals. We would particularly
like to thank the farmers, on whose land many of these stones are placed, for their
co-operation and generosity. Further thanks must go to Real Stone, Longcliffe
Quarries and Stancliffe stone for contributions of stone.
East Midlands Arts (now Arts Council of England - East Midlands) sponsored the
Sculpture Residency through their Regional Arts Lottery Programme undertaken by
Amanda Wray in 2002.
The Local Heritage Initiative, a partnership between the Heritage Lottery Fund,
Nationwide Building Society and the Countryside Agency funded Other Stones Other Meanings.
The Campaign to Protect Rural England campaign for the protection and
enhancement of the countryside. They helped to redevelop the area surrounding
Site 13.
Awards for All are distributers of lottery funding who specialise in small awards
aimed at local communities. It provided funds for work at Sites 1, 3, 7 and 9
Derbyshire County Council provided valuable support through their Small Arts
Grants and Greenwatch Awards which supported the IncribeNOW photographic
residency, final stone and concluding celebration to Sites of Meaning.
Derbyshire Dales District Council provided two small awards. The first award
initiated the Sites of Meaning project and the second supported the Sculpture
Residency with Amanda Wray.
Leader II was a European initiative to encourage development over the Derbyshire
and Staffordshire Moorlands. It provided funding towards the stones at sites 13 and
17.
Shell Better Britain Campaign encouraged action by community groups to
improve their local quality of life in ways that were environmentally, socially and
economically sustainable. The Shell Better Britain Campaign is now closed.
Waste Recycling Environmental Limited recycles landfill tax in environmental
projects. WREN supported stones and environmental reconstructions at sites 6, 12
and 17.
Tarmac is the leading supplier of building materials in the UK and has several
quarries in the area. Tarmac made a special presentation to Sites of Meaning as part
of Derbyshire County Council Green Watch Awards scheme.
St Anselm’s is an independent preparatory school near Bakewell, Derbyshire. The
children and staff of St Anselm’s made a generous donation to Sites of Meaning.
Peak District National Park Authority administers the Sustainable Development
Fund to promote the development of practical and sustainable ways of living, in and
around the National Park, now and in the future. The fund supported InscribeNOW
which generated publicity for Sites of Meaning including the Village Stone and this
information booklet.
Supported by the Sustainable
Development Fund

Derbyshire Aggregates, situated on the Long Rake is a market leader in the
aggregates industry. Derbyshire Aggregates funded site 15 and their staff composed
the text.
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